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ABSTRACT

During the past years, the realization of e-government-driven benefits was at the center of attention at various public administrations. The paper presented here outlines a process-driven approach for the evaluation of technology-driven performance impacts based on reference measures. From the German perspective, existing concepts of performance evaluation were concretized for the case scenario of German plan approval procedures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Public administrations (PAs) are under increasing pressure to be more efficient, cost-effective and transparent. To face these challenges, first reform attempts have been made since the late 1960ies, but did not have the anticipated effect [6]. In the 1980ies the New Public Management (NPM) [1; 5; 15; 26] initiated a reform process that continues even today and is introduced worldwide in PAs. It comprises administrative reform strategies led by an economical interpretation of administrative processes. The core elements contain the setup of a decentralized management and organizational structure, the control of output, as well as competition and customer orientation.

With the electronic government or e-government, PAs all over the world are forcing the usage of modern information and communication technology (ICT). To realize its potentials, the highest objective consists in achieving the transaction-oriented and seamless integration of all parties involved. On the one hand, the concepts from the NPM represent a valuable enabler for the successful implementation of technical solutions and their usage [19, p.83], while on the other, the NPM’s basic principle of target-oriented management offers concepts and principles for controlling the efficiency and effectiveness impact of e-government solutions.

Reference models are a well-proven and widely accepted instrument for merging technological and organizational aspects [8; 20; 23]. In general, they help PAs revise their process structures, support change management and enable technical customizing and implementation. In addition, adequate performance indicators can be integrated into the model. Thus, the controlling of the e-government processes’ efficiency according to the PA’s aimed strategic goals becomes easier. Moreover, reference indicator-based benchmarking among various PAs is also facilitated, a mutual learning process is initiated and the evaluation of further optimization potentials is supported.

This paper outlines an approach for the set-up of performance indicators as an integrated part of reference models. In the first section, various approaches for performance management, as well as basic aspects of Process Performance Measurement (PPM) within PAs are described. Then, a case scenario from the German ministerial administration demonstrates the concrete set-up of a reference model-based PPM.

2. PROCESS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Framework for administrical process management

The management of e-government processes requires a methodological framework as defined by the ARIS – House of Business Process Management [3] shown in Fig. 1. Although the concept was primary developed for the business sector, its basic logic is of common validity and fits the domain of the PA [9].

Level one – the strategy level – forms the basis for process-related activities. Aspects such as the identification of e-government relevant processes, the corresponding process architecture or necessary applications are defined here. The overall administrative mission and strategy set the borders for the definition of the process related aspects.

On level two – the design and optimization level – the concrete appearance of the e-government processes is fixed according to the preferences defined at level one. Existing structures must be analyzed and – if necessary – revised. New processes for areas nonexistent in the past are defined according to optimization principles. In this context, the usage of reference models enables the consideration of the best practices and leads to time and cost advantages in designing process structures.
The realization of the processes by selecting and using adequate technological concepts such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), workflow or document management systems is part of the execution level. During their daily operation, the systems deliver a variety of data indicating the actual performance of the supported process structures. This performance information is transferred to the controlling level, which assures the analysis of the as-is performance. Here, the usage of reference models, which provide a set of performance indicators and basic principles for the measurement’s realization, is of crucial interest. Feedback to the optimization level is made for the case that the as-is performance misses the goals incorporating the strategic aspects.

The ongoing comparison of the actual performance indicator's value with their performance goals allows a systematic and planned revision of the processes. This feedback mechanism supports continuous process management based on exact and valid data. At the same time, the process performance shows the impact of the e-government solutions and their effectiveness. Thus, the evaluation of cost and efficiency-related measures, such as the average cycle time, the calculation of resulting cost/revenue structures and their comparison to the Return on Investment (RoI)-related target values support the monitoring of the e-government solution’s efficiency.

The aspects of the PPM as outlined above show the basic principle of comparing as-is measures to target values in order to define the degree of goal fulfillment. Beginning with the aspects set on the first level of HOBE, the strategic goals must be “translated” into concrete measures and targets for operative process monitoring. Additionally, a well-defined organizational and reporting structure illustrates those responsible and their assigned duties, as well as the operational definition of the metrics and the measurement proceeding. Fig. 2 outlines an example for roles and responsibilities.

Reference models can support the initiation of a PPM by providing various sets of performance indicators and operational definitions for the measurement. According to the basic idea of reference modeling – the creation and application of common-type models valid for a class of application scenarios [23] – the model's user selects the measures and uses them as a basis for “customizing” according to the framework conditions of “his” administrative unit. Because of the actual lack of adequate reference models, which cover the requirements of e-government [12; 17; 24], integrated systems of reference processes, metrics and measurement procedures are missing. Additionally, the fields of NPM and e-government are often strictly separated in the administrative practice without using the complementary potentials. Nevertheless, the design of best practice measurement scenarios, their link to the identified e-government processes, as well as concepts for the ongoing, system-based measurement are of crucial importance for controlling e-government success. Various concepts are already available in the area of the NPM for supporting the development of measurement approaches as part of reference models for e-government. Focusing on the strategy and controlling levels, the following sections outline the development of measurement scenarios.
Performance Measurement – Strategy Level

As mentioned above, the first step on the strategy level is the identification of relevant e-government processes, as well as the definition of corresponding process architecture. The latter aspect is realized in a top-down approach that systematically specifies the various relevant procedures from a high to a detailed level. The relevant strategic specifications are deduced from the e-government strategy, which should contain the ranking of administrative outputs according to their e-government impact. Considering the services’ specific target groups, the main success factors, such as cycle times or cost efficiency can be evaluated as a basis for the definition of target values indicating the performance of the e-government processes.

Additionally, the balanced scorecard (BSC) [14] concept supports the systematic linkage of e-government strategy, process strategy and strategic targets. The concept was originally developed for the business area and contained the financial, the customer, the business process and the learning perspective. The perspectives are connected through cause and effect relationships showing the ability to realize the strategy and monitor these relationships. Today, the benefits of this strategic management tool are widely accepted within the sphere of PAs. Various examples demonstrate its successful usage, such as for example, in US city administrations [13], the Austrian federal government [11] or various federal ministries in Germany [21].

In the context of e-government, the BSC concept helps to operationalize the administration’s e-government strategy. In a first step, the high-level strategic goals are extracted or formulated and assigned to the perspectives worked out in advance (e.g. the financial, process, technical and recipient’s perspectives). The verification of the interdependencies between the targets enables the proof of the strategy’s completeness.

Subsequently, a set of performance indicators, which cover the various perspectives is developed for each strategic goal in a top-down approach. Referring to the HOBE, these activities are located on the controlling level. The following section describes some well-proven approaches that facilitate the development of measurement scenarios.

Performance Measurement – Controlling Level

On the controlling level, the process-oriented measurement scenario is developed and implemented. Initially, the definition of performance indicators and corresponding measurement principles is focused, which enables the evaluation of process efficiency and shows the fulfillment of the strategic goals. As mentioned above, the process output is the object to consider for the process performance’s evaluation. Accordingly, the performance indicators represent so-called “output measures”. Their target values are based on – internal or external – requirements. The comparison to the as-is values shows the overall process quality and performance.

Possible measures are collected in a first step with regard to the strategic objectives for the development of measurement scenarios. The most appropriate ones are selected according to their potential for indicating the performance and impacts of process adjustments. Thus, it is crucial to focus on the “key” indicators, concentrating on relevant and easy collectible data [18]. Operational definitions, such as the description of the
measure’s characteristics, the availability and source of data, the measurement period or the responsibilities, are defined in the second step. Finally, the target values for each indicator are concretized e.g. on the basis of as-is values [11]. The ongoing comparison to these performance goals enables the evaluation of the process performance. Additionally, the as-is performance before implementing an e-government solution can be used as a so-called “baseline”. The gap between this baseline and the as-is performance values after the implementation of the e-government shows the improvement or lack of efficiency and also enables the evaluation of the (financial) benefits.

The comparison of the as-is to target values corresponds to the concept of benchmarking, which represents a well-proven management tool. The general intention is the analysis and improvement of organizational performance and the ability to execute. Based on performance indicators, a comparison with “best in class” results enables the evaluation of improvement potential. Various forms of benchmarking exist. The most relevant are [7; 27]:

1) Internal benchmarking: focuses on the comparison of intra-organizational objects.
2) External benchmarking: focuses on the comparison between different organizations.
3) Best Practice benchmarking: focuses on the comparison with acknowledged standards.

The development of performance indicators and the corresponding measurement specifics for benchmarking at the PAs is the subject of a variety of approaches. They provide “ready to use” measurement scenarios and are capable of supporting the evaluation of relevant indicators. From the German perspective, the project “kik”, realized by the Bertelsmann Foundation, is an example of a concept that provides measures for the internal performance evaluation at the municipal level. Basically, kik defines four target dimensions:

1) The quality of execution,
2) Customer satisfaction,
3) Workforce satisfaction and
4) Economic efficiency.

For each category, sets of performance indicators that enable the administrative performance’s measurement are available. The as-is values are compared to internal targets or to the performance values of other administrations [22].

The performance indicators provided by the German “IKO Net”, initiated and coordinated by the KGSt, a public consulting agency for municipal administrations, represent another widely accepted approach. More than 1,600 municipal administrations are members in the IKO-network and compare their performance in selected areas on a regular basis. The KGSt serves as a “catalyst” and provides a total of 56 sets of performance indicators and the corresponding operational definitions for 35 fields of administrative activities, such as human resource or waste management. The participating municipalities’ measurement results are stored in a central database, which is maintained by the KGSt and serves inter-organizational performance comparisons [2]. Because of its extent and usability, this concept was chosen as the inspiration for the design of performance indicators as part of the reference model shown in section 3.

Additionally, concepts of quality management help to structure measurement scenarios and support the definition of adequate metrics. The Common Assessment Framework (CAF) shown in Fig. 3 provides nine dimensions and corresponding sets of criteria, which enable the self-assessment and the evaluation of strengths and improvement potentials for PAs.

![Fig. 3: Common Assessment Framework (CAF) [4]](image-url)

The CAF was initiated by the ministers of the EU in 2000 and builds on the model of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) and the performance ratios of the Speyer Quality contest. The nine rating categories, assigned to the categories of “enablers” and “results”, focus on aspects of organizational development and contain criteria for performance ratings. The evaluation of the results leads to the rating of the as-is performance; the analysis of the enablers shows the causes for the actual performance level. The criteria used for the evaluation of the actual performance per category are illustrated within the CAF as questions and come along with rating scales. During the self-assessment, those responsible must answer these questions by using the scales provided [4]. As a consequence, the measurement of performance aspects, based on the indicators of the IKO Net, facilitate this process.

The second part of activities at the controlling level is the ongoing measurement and analysis of process performance according to the specified metrics and measurement principles. The data collection can be realized in different ways depending on the PA’s individual requirements. Accordingly, for example a manual data collection via questionnaires or scoring lists can be carried out supported by an Excel-based analysis. To utilize automation potentials by excerpting relevant data from the executive systems according to the basic idea of HOBE, the usage of professional performance management tools is crucial. Fig. 4 shows the measurement and display of process costs using the ARIS Process Performance Manager (ARIS-PPM) (http://www.ids-scheer.com/).

The following section demonstrates the development of ratios aiming at the evaluation of process performance for the case scenario “Plan Approval Procedure (PAP)” within the traffic sector [16, p.1754]. The basic idea of the corresponding research project “RAFEG – reference architecture for E-Government” [25] consists in the development of a comprehensive reference process model, as well as the development of technical components for the process execution. The reference model will – in addition to the reference process structures – provide typical performance indicators and measurement concepts supported by the data delivered by the technical components.
3. CASE SCENARIO

Because of the lack of adequate reference models covering the requirements of e-government, the first step of the RAFEG project was to develop a model for the case scenario “Plan Approval Procedures”. PAPs are required for all public construction efforts, such as streets, airports or railways, and legitimize the building project as far as public interests are concerned. The official approval of a plan however, also defines the area in which construction must be realized [10, p. 39]. As part of an integrated architecture, the reference model will support the organizational analysis and customizing of the system components.

In order to construct the reference model for PAPs, three main steps were realized (a detailed overview on the proceeding for the development of the reference model can be found in [24]). First, an analysis of the legal framework was made to get an overview on the specific regulations affecting the processes. Based on this, the development of an initial, component-based process scenario was realized, which then served as a basis for the as-is evaluation of the “real life” procedures at various administrations on the German federal state level. The additional information won here was integrated into the models in order to complete them.

Fig. 5 gives an overview on the reference process module “Gather statements”. It serves as an example for the development of the measurement scenario. Statements are gathered after the preceding module “check planning documents”, which generates the complete planning documents as output, is put into action. Here, nature conservation organizations and public agencies are invited to give their statements. They receive the planning documents that provide the basis for their feedback. At the same time, the plan approval agency collects the incoming statements. The collection and documentation of these declarations represent one of the module’s outputs and serves as input for the following module “handle objections and statements”.

For the identification of performance indicators and measures, the monitoring of the process quality, the process costs and the cycle time were named as the partner administration’s target dimensions. In order to operationalize them for the whole process, the CAF result dimensions and their accompanying criteria provided an initial starting point. The usage of the European concept covers the requirement of common validity for the reference model-related performance indicators. Because of the project’s time restrictions, the responibles rejected the development of a BSC.
4. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper outlined the development of reference model-based performance indicators and measurement scenarios, which enable the implementation of a Process Performance Measurement. Based on approaches developed in the field of the NPM, the measures and their operational definitions have been illustrated and linked to the reference process modules, which cover the case scenario German plan approval procedures. At present, the definition of performance goals for partner administrations is in the focus of project work. First assessments are realized in order to get a baseline for actual process performance and find realistic target values considering the requirements of the stakeholders involved. By using check sheets the data already available, such as total cycle times is collected and new data, such as the number of defective outputs, is evaluated. In a later phase, the prototypically developed system components for the execution of the PAP will be implemented and provide the data needed. At this stage, the implementation of the indicators in a professional tool for process performance management, which provides interfaces to the prototype is intended. The comparison to the actual baseline shows the impacts of the ICT-usage and displays the benefits of the e-government approach within the field of plan approval procedures.
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